
Hands-on learning is more important than ever in today’s 

classroom. Voyager mobile storage carts provide teachers a 

way to manage all of the materials they need while keeping 

those resources accessible for students. This versatile, 

mobile storage cart comes in two sizes and offers a compact 

design solution for classroom storage. Available as a 4-shelf 

unit with 3 adjustable shelves (tall storage unit) or a 3-shelf 

unit with 2 adjustable shelves (short storage unit).

VOYAGER STORAGE 
CARTS WITH SHELVES

Furniture solutions for �exible and agile 

learning environments that encourage 

individual choice, increased movement 

and dynamic student engagement.
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VOYAGER

Learn. Think. Do.™



OVERALL DIMENSIONS

- Short Storage Cart: 19”D x 36”W x 42.5”H 

- Tall Storage Cart: 19”D x 41”W x 59.5”H

WARRANTY

- Haskell Education Limited Lifetime Warranty

  * see full warranty for terms and conditions

MORE THAN JUST A 

STORAGE CART 

The integrated whiteboard back 

expands the functionality of this unit 

making it the ultimate storage solution 

for any learning environment. And 

because the Voyager storage carts are 

all metal construction, magnets can be 

used for added functionally.

SCAN TO 

LEARN MORE
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A SIMPLE WAY TO MANAGE MATERIALS

As part of the Voyager System the mobile open shelf storage 

carts allow educators to organize, store and distribute 

learning materials in a wide variety of shapes and sizes – from 

pads of paper to drone models. The adjustable shelves 

allow for many con�gurations, allowing the cabinet to be 

customized to your needs.
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haskelleducation.com/voyager/
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